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Abstract
Modeling the processes in a healthcare system plays a large role in understanding its activities
and serves as the basis for increasing the efficiency of medical institutions. The tasks of analyzing and
modeling large amounts of urban healthcare data using machine learning methods are of particular
importance and relevance for the development of industry solutions in the framework of digitalization
of the economy, where data is the key factor in production. The problem of automatic analysis and
determination of clinical pathways groups of patients based on clustering methods is considered in this
research. Existing projects in this area reflect a great interest on the part of the scientific community
in such studies; however, there is a need to develop a number of methodological approaches for their
further practical application in urban outpatient institutions, taking into account the specifics of
the organization being analyzed. The aim of the study is to improve the quality of management and
segmentation of patient input flow in urban medical institutions based on cluster analysis methods
for the further development of recommendation services. One approach to achieving this goal is the
development and implementation of clinical pathways, or patient trajectories. In general, the clinical
pathway of a patient might be interpreted as the trajectory when receiving medical services in respective
institutions. The approach of developing groups of patient routes by the hierarchical agglomerative
algorithm with the Ward method and Additive Regularization of Topic Models (ARTM) is presented
in this article. A computational experiment based on public data on the routes of patients with a
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diagnosis of sepsis is described. One feature of the proposed approach is not just the automation of the
determination of similar groups of patient trajectories, but also the consideration of clinical pathways
patterns to form recommendations for organizing the resource allocation of a medical institution.
The proposed approach to segmenting the input heterogeneous flow of patients in urban medical
institutions on the basis of clustering consists of the following steps: 1) preparing the data of the medical
institution in the format of an event log; 2) encoding patient routes; 3) determination of the upper limit
of the clinical pathway length; 4) hierarchical agglomerative clustering; 5) additive regularization of
topic models (ARTM); 6) identifying popular patient route patterns. The resulting clusters of routes
serve as the foundation for the further development of a simulation model of a medical institution and
provide recommendations to patients. In addition, these groups may underlie the development of the
robotic process automation system (RPA), which simulates human actions and allows you to automate
the interpretation of data to manage the resources of the institution.
Key words: cluster analysis; data; hierarchical clustering; topic modeling; silhouette coefficient; healthcare;
clinical pathways; process mining.
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Introduction

T

he rapidly evolving data analysis technologies play a huge role in healthcare. The current level of automation
of medical care allows you to process large
amounts of information and use the accumulated data to solve optimization problems.
Medical institutions have data on receptions,
but the traditional approach to documenting
visits does not allow a complete representation of the main trajectories of patients and its
automatic analysis.
An important area of data processing technologies in healthcare is work optimization
of medical institutions: an effective schedule
for medical personnel, forecasting the patient
flow, planning and distribution of resources,
reducing queues and other tasks. Modern analytical technologies facilitate the development
of decision-making tools based on empirical data. For example, aggregated data on the
actual movements of patients between medical
institutions and specialists within these institutions allow one to plan the load of resources,
ensure a high level of service availability and
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optimize the organization’s work based on the
real demand for these services. Based on such
data, patient flow management information
systems are actively developing [1, 2].
The development and implementation of clinical pathways, or patient paths, is an important
tool in healthcare management. In general, the
clinical pathway of a patient is a trajectory when
receiving services in respective institutions.
According to the source [3], clinical pathways
have been introduced internationally since the
1980s. This methodology was presented in medical institutions in Sweden in the mid-1990s;
and in the United States, according to source
[3], approximately 80% of hospitals used clinical pathways to improve the quality of care.
In the study [4], the authors described the
clinical pathway as a plan which reflects the
goals for patients and determines the sequence
and time of actions necessary to achieve these
goals with optimal efficiency.
According to sources [5,6], the developed
clinical pathways were integrated into the
electronic document management of medical institutions. However, the rapid growth
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of available data and digital images revealed
the need for automatic determination of the
patient’s clinical pathway based on these
data. The solution for the automatic identification of a personal clinical pathway was
the technology of process mining [7, 8], data
mining [9], machine learning algorithms [10,
11] and others.
In research papers, there are various definitions of a clinical pathway. For example, according to [12], the clinical pathway can be defined as a structured care plan
with the indicated main stages and terms of
treatment of patients. It is important to note
that each trajectory of the patient is unique
and corresponds to his or her medical history [12]. The clinical pathways may include
a chain of events corresponding to the profile of the medical institution: initial appointment with the therapist, laboratory tests,
obtaining advice from a specific specialist,
and others. In [13], the authors pointed out
that the identification of clinical pathway patterns can potentially complement the information about the intentions and behavior of
the patient and can serve as a basis for further
analysis of patient movements.
In this article, hard and fuzzy clustering
methods are considered to solve the problem
of automatic analysis and segmentation of
clinical pathways in order to improve standardization of management and further solution of optimization problems as well as development of relevant services for patients.
The article has the following structure.
Section 1 presents the existing approaches
to modeling the patient’s clinical pathways.
Section 2 contains formal definitions generally accepted for modeling clinical pathways,
and a methodology for their cluster analysis. A computational experiment using the
example of open hospital data and its results
are described in Section 3. The Conclusion
lists the main trends and directions for further work.
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1. Existing approaches
to modeling clinical
pathways of patients
There are many papers [14–18] devoted to
the research and analysis of clinical pathways
based on initial data of a medical institution.
Clinical pathways modeling might be developed on the methodological base of probability
theory, mathematical statistics, data mining,
graph theory, semantic technologies, process
mining, etc.
In a study [14], the authors noted the importance of developing an adaptive approach to
modeling clinical pathways due to the high variability of patient trajectories and their individual characteristics. Based on proposed graphs
of sequences and data mining methods, patterns or patterns of the clinical pathways of
stroke patients are distinguished to predict the
trajectories of new patients.
The semi-Markov model of individual patient
experience in a family practice clinic is presented in [15]. The scheme of the general patient
flow in this clinic is represented by an oriented
graph, the vertices of which are the rooms and
departments of the clinic, and edges correspond
to the direction of movement of the analyzed
flow. This model allows one to predict the duration of patient care, but such parameters as the
waiting time in the queue and the length of the
queue are not available for analysis.
Modeling patient trajectories by Markov
chains in [16] made it possible to identify typical clinical pathways during disease progression
and visualize it. Due to the ability of Markov
chains to take into account nested models, in
[16] the clinical pathway is presented in the
form of four levels of aggregation. According
to the authors of [12], the nested design allows
one to simplify the clinical pathway model and
highlight the most important regularities of the
process. However, as the main drawback of the
Markov chain for modeling the clinical pathway, the authors of the study highlight a limited
number of states to handle.
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The probabilistic topic modeling method, in
particular, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
was adapted to model the clinical pathways of
patients in study [13], where the authors suggested that LDA would allow the hidden treatment patterns of patients to be presented as
probabilistic combinations of initial events
from the event log (Figure 1). The latent Dirichlet distribution is a generative hierarchical probabilistic model described in 2003 in a
study [17] and originally developed to characterize text documents. The parameters of this
model are generated from the a priori Dirichlet
distribution, and the Bayesian approach methods are used to train the model [17]. The document in the LDA model is represented by a
distribution of hidden (latent) topics, each
of which is characterized by a distribution of
words. In the framework of this study, topics of
documents correspond to the patterns of clinical pathways obtained.
A special place among the methods for modeling the clinical pathways of patients is taken
by the application of process mining. The

development of a process model is based on
initial data on the real behavior of patients,
their routes and the main characteristics that
affect the choice of a particular trajectory. The
purpose of process mining is to extract new
information about processes from event logs.
Thus, process mining as a discipline combines
machine learning, data mining, and process
modeling techniques. The main ideas of this
discipline are described in [19–22].
A number of studies are devoted to the development of process analysis algorithms: for
example, the eMotivia algorithm for analyzing
the movements of nine patients over 25 weeks
[23]. A detailed list of algorithms for process
mining in healthcare is given in [7], based on
a review of 74 studies in this field. It is important to note that the results of the application of
process mining allows one to objectively evaluate the past and current movement of patient
flow, however, for a detailed study of the system’s behavior and the experimental part for its
improvement, it is necessary to develop a simulation model [12, 20, 24].

Clinical event log

Clinical pathway patterns

Possible clinical
pathway patterns
Possible treatment activities
Possible time instants
Occurred treatment activities

Fig. 1. Study of clinical pathway patterns based on probabilistic topic modeling [13]
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2. Methods
of cluster analysis
of clinical pathways of patients
2.1. Terms and definitions
The specific structure of clinical pathways
allows us to use cluster analysis of time series.
This is due to the fact that the series by which
clinical paths are expressed can have both categorical and numerical nature. One of the
ways to significantly increase the accuracy of
the model so developed is to segment the initial sample into subgroups of objects similar to
each other and to construct separate “personalized” models for each of the selected groups
in the future. This study aims to identify such
groups, or clusters, of clinical pathways based
on event logs of medical institutions.
Some formal definitions generally accepted
for modeling clinical pathways [12–14]. Let
E be the set of all real events in the study area
that occurred during the medical care process:
E A T, where A is the finite set of event
identifiers, T is the set of time attributes. Then
the event is a pair e = (a, t), where a A and
t T. The type of activity and time label of the
clinical event is denoted as e a and e t. It is
important to note that when modeling clinical pathways, each event is uniquely determined by a combination of its attributes. Trace
is the event chain of the patient, a nonempty sequence of events of the clinical path:
= e1, e2, ..., en , where ei E (1 i n), n N
is the length of the patient’s route. The set of all
routes over E is denoted by E *. The event log
L is a non-empty set of patient routes over E *:
L = { 1, ..., m }, where i E* (1 i m), m N
In the framework of process mining terminology adapted for modeling the clinical pathways of patients, the following examples of definitions’ correspondence can be given:
trace
clinic;

i

– patient attached to the analyzed

event ei – visit to the therapist for an initial
consultation;
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attribute ai – patient characteristic (gender, age, diagnosis, etc.);
event log L – the source database of the
medical institution.
The structure of the event log L assumes the
presence of the following attributes [22]:
identifier (patient_id): stores objects for
which sequences of events are built;
activity (activity_name): stores actions
performed as part of journal events;
timestamp: stores the date and time of
recording events of the journal, for example,
the time of the visit to the therapist;
resource: stores the main actors of the
events of the journal (those who perform
actions within the framework of the events
of the journal). In the context of a study, a
resource may be provided by a medical professional or research equipment;
other data: other data that is potentially
useful for modeling the processes of a medical
institution.
2.2. Hard clustering
There are different patient route encoding systems. For example, in a study [25], the
authors use alphanumeric characters to indicate clinical pathway activities (which may
include diagnoses, procedures, analyzes, and
treatment regimens) according to the Unicode
standard. Thus, the authors indicate the ability to encode 65,536 activities of the clinical
pathway.
The choice of coding system depends on the
maximum number of activities of the event log
of a medical institution. In this work, at the initial stage, all patient routes are coded by replacing events with letters of the English alphabet
in order, since the initial data set for the experimental part contains 16 types of activities: ER
Registration, ER Triage, IV Liquid, IV Antibiotics, CRP, Admission IC, ER Sepsis Triage, Leucocytes, Lactic Acid, Admission NC,
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Release A, Release B, Release C, Release D,
Release E, Return ER.
In the context of this study, the upper limit of
the length of the pathway was assumed to be 26
events: Q 50 + 3 Q (Q 75 – Q 50), where Q 50
is the median and Q 75 corresponds to 75%
quantile. Therefore, pathways containing more
than 26 events are considered abnormally long.
After analyzing the distribution of the clinical
pathways’ lengths of the event log, abnormally
long paths were excluded from the analysis to
improve the quality of clustering.
Two clustering methods were compared:
k-medoids [26] and the Ward hierarchical
agglomerative algorithm [27]. Ward’s method
is based on analysis of variance methods to
estimate distances between groups of objects
and, along with the complete linkage method,
leads to the formation of small compact clusters. The method is applicable for tasks of more
fractional classification of objects with closely
spaced clusters [29]. Each sample object in the
Ward method is initially considered as a separate cluster [30]. At the next step of the iteration of the algorithm, the closest clusters are
combined, the distance between them being
measured by the following formula:

where A, B – are joined clusters;
– the cluster object;
– the center of joined cluster AB;
– the center of cluster A;
– the center of cluster B;
nA – number of objects in cluster A;
nB – – number of objects in cluster B.
Based on the results of solving the problem of
identifying the most specific clusters described
later in this section, the Ward algorithm was
chosen.
At the next step, a matrix of distances between
clinical pathways was constructed on the basis
of the limited Damerau–Levenshtein distance
[31] – a measure of the difference of two lines
of characters defined as the minimum number
of insertion, deletion, replacement and permutation operations of neighboring characters
needed to transfer one line to another.
To estimate the Damerau–Levenshtein distance between two lines a and b, the function
is determined [31], see formula 2 below, where
– is the indicator function equal to 1
when
and equal to 0 otherwise. Besides,
each recursive call matches one of the cases
covered by this distance:
corresponds to a deletion (from

(1)

a to b),
corresponds to an insertion (from
a to b),
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corresponds to a match
or mismatch,
corresponds to a transposition between two successive symbols.
The optimal number of clusters was defined
within a silhouette coefficient [32]. This coefficient is based on the idea of determining the
proximity of each investigated object to its cluster. Suppose that the distance on the set to be
clustered is given, and using a certain method
a clusterization model is obtained. Let for each
object of the sample belonging to the cluster
the quantity
be equal to the average distance from to each of the objects of the same
cluster:
.

(3)

This value indirectly indicates how much
object i is similar to its cluster. Further, we
define a cluster from the set of all clusters
adjacent for a point i, if:
.

(4)

The average distance from point to a neighboring cluster defined as
:
.

(5)

Then the silhouette coefficient of the object
in the resulting model is determined as follows:
.

(6)

The silhouette coefficient for each object varies in the range [–1; 1] and shows how much
closer the element is to its cluster than to the
nearest neighbor. By averaging the silhouette
coefficients of the elements, one can obtain the
silhouettes of individual clusters
.
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(7)

and the overall silhouette of the clustering
model
.

(8)

The largest silhouette coefficient among
clustering models obtained using the same distance can be used as an optimality criterion
for choosing the preferred number of clusters
N and the preferred clustering algorithm. Since
the results of cluster analysis should be well
interpreted, it is necessary to choose a model
containing clusters with the greatest silhouette.
Let
be the clustering model
dividing the sample into Ni clusters, and
the cluster with the largest silhouette among all
clusters of the -th clustering model:
.

(9)

Then there is a need to find model, which
contains the cluster with the largest silhouette
among all models:
.

(10)

2.3. Soft clustering
Probabilistic fuzzy, or overlapping, clustering of patient routes by groups of clinical
patterns allows one to develop a more flexible approach when describing the total flow
of patients, where each sample object belongs
to a cluster with a certain weight or probability. The application of this approach is based
on topic modeling, originally developed to
determine the topics of a collection of text
documents. In terms of topic modeling, the
events of the patient during medical care are
correlated with the words of the model. The
patient’s route is represented by a sequence
of such events similar to a document with
words. Thus, hidden topics discovered by the
algorithm are interpreted as patterns of the
patient’s clinical pathways [13].
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According to study [13], the application of
the LDA method allows us to choose a set of
clinical pathway patterns for each patient with
different emphasis on the significance of these
patterns. Thus, we model a mixture of route
patterns as a polynomial probability distribution along a clinical pathway to pattern . Similarly, the importance of each clinical action
with each template is modeled as a polynomial
probability distribution P ( | ) according to
the patient’s activities. These two distributions
allow us to calculate the probability of a separate clinical activity in a patient:
.

(11)

In probabilistic generating models (for example, LDA), the available data are considered as
the result of the generating process, including hidden variables [33]. In this paper, it is
also noted that the generating process determines the joint probability distribution over
the observed and hidden random variables. As
a result, this joint distribution is used to calculate the conditional probability of hidden variables with observed or posterior probabilities.
The choice of a probabilistic approach to modeling is due to the complexity of medical processes and the high variability of patient behavior during treatment.
Application of the LDA method allows each
patient to choose a set of clinical pathways patterns with a different emphasis on the significance of these patterns. However, LDA chooses
one of the possible solutions, without giving
the researcher the opportunity to compare and
choose the best solution for a specific task. In
connection with this limitation, an alternative
approach of Additive Regularization of Topic
Models (ARTM) was developed, leading to the
modularity of topic modeling technology [34].
In this work, the BigARTM library was used
to determine the groups of clinical pathways,
based on additive regularization. In this study,
the following regularities are applied:
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decorrelation of the distribution of terms in
topics in order to increase the diversity of these
topics;
smoothing the distribution of topics in
documents;
smoothing the distribution of terms in topics;
sparse out the distribution of terms in topics;
sparse out the distribution of topics in documents.
To assess the quality of modeling and determine the optimal number of topics, perplexity is used – one of the metrics implemented
in the BigARTM library. In the context of this
study, perplexity determines the number of
basic patient patterns in the log of a medical
institution [13]:
,

(12)

where M – model;
– set of hidden events in the patient’s trace .
3. Computational experiment
For the experiment of the proposed approach,
the public event log of a Dutch hospital is considered. The event log contains 1,143 patient
routes and 150,291 events. The choice of
source is due to the fact that the databases contain complete and open information necessary
for research tasks in the field of healthcare.
After removing anomalously long pathways,
the upper limit of the pathways’ length was
assumed to be 26 events: 50 + 3 ( 75 - 50),
where 50 is the median and 75 corresponds
to 75% of the quantile. The programming language R was chosen for data analysis. This language is well suited to research tasks, because
it contains a rich library of packages for various scenarios [28]. The use of the R language
also helps us to visualize data for understanding
the general picture of the studied subject area
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[28]. Using the Stringdist package, the distance
matrix was constructed using the Osa method (a
Damerau–Levenshtein distance measure).

The model with maximum silhouette coefficient in a cluster was discovered by the compared Ward method and k-medoids (Figure 2),
where the clusters are located along the X axis,
and the silhouette values along the Y axis.
In accordance with the analysis of the coefficient values, the Ward method was chosen and
the trends of the groups obtained were identified (Figure 2). Clusters with a low value were
excluded (Figure 3), thus, as a result of experiments, clusters 5 and 6 were selected with the
highest silhouette coefficient (Table 1).
A free ProcessmapR package is used to build
a map of the processes of the original dataset.
However, without preliminary separation of
routes into clusters, it is difficult to interpret
the resulting clinical pathways.
After determining the optimal number of
clusters, process maps for the obtained groups
were separately generated. For example, on

the process map for cluster 5 (Figure 4), the
nodes of the graph indicate the main stages
of the clinical pathway for patients diagnosed
with sepsis: start, registration in the appropriate unit, taking antibiotics, etc. The edges of
the graph represent the transitions of patients
at these stages of treatment; the numbers on
the edges correspond to the number of people
making this transition between nodes. More
significant patient paths are marked by wider
edges. Thus, the process map allows one to
quickly assess the busiest routes of the medical institution. In addition, such maps can be
interpreted by medical specialists in the context of comparing them with accepted medical
standards to identify overloaded resource units
and further reorganize the service process.
The next step was fuzzy, or “soft” clustering
of the initial data by topic modeling methods
in which the patient’s path can refer to several
patterns (topic clusters) with different probabilities. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [17]
is used in the definition of clinical path clusters
[13, 32] and is considered one of the standard

max_sil

k-medoids

0.7

Ward

0.6

0.5

0.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

сlusters 1:8
Fig. 2. Dependence of the maximum silhouette coefficient
in the model on the number of clusters for k-medoids and Ward methods
1

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/processmapR/processmapR.pdf
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Cluster Silhouette Values

Table 1.

Cluster
number

Number of
objects

Silhouette
coefficient value

1

118

0.02

2

239

–0.02

3

193

0.002

4

228

–0.05

5

79

0.29

6

118

0.64

ticular cluster. For example, for one of the
patients in the sample, the distribution according to the clinical path patterns is as follows: P1 = 0.017998157, P2 = 0.059349068,
P4 = 0.5676379, P6 = 0.35303143. Accordingly,
the next step of the patient with a probability
of about 57% will correspond to the behavioral
pattern 4 of the cluster.
The fuzzy clustering method allows one to
add a hierarchical representation of patient
routes, displaying the resources of medical institutions. Dedicated clusters will be the
starting point for improving the forecast of the
flow of the patients, as well as for forming recommendations on the resource equipment of
hospitals in the development of services.
Conclusion

methods of topic modeling. When constructing
such a topic model, an infinite number of solutions arise, leading to instability and poor interpretability of topics [34]. In order to solve such
problems with the choice of the best solution,
additional regularizations or optimality criteria
are specified [34]. Thus, it became necessary to
develop a new multicriteria approach - additive
regularization of topic models (ARTM), proposed in [34].
The application of this more flexible approach
to clustering the clinical pathways of patients has
not been previously considered in studies. This
article used the BigARTM open source library
in Python, which is based on additive regularization. The data was converted to Vowpal Wabbit format, which accepts input in a specific
structure: label | A feature1: value1 | B feature2:
value2. This format is adapted to be categorized
or modal when training a model. The model was
created and trained on the initial number of topics T = 300. Based on the calculated perplexity parameters of 63.97 and sparseness factors
= 0.44 and = 0.42, the optimal number of
clusters was chosen, equal to nine.
Each unique patient was assigned a probabilistic assessment of belonging to a par-
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Currently, medical institutions have large
amounts of data, however, the traditional
approach to documenting processes does not
allow a complete picture of all patient trajectories and their automatic analysis in real time,
taking into account predicted flow estimates.

-0,4

-0,2

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

Fig. 3. Silhouette coefficients
of the six resulting clusters
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Leucocytes
(88)

46

LacticAcid (19)

3

ER Triade
(119)

ER Registration
(118)

118

45
5

START
116

1
Fig. 4. Process map for cluster 5

In addition, the diverse nature of diseases is
reflected in the high variability of routes.
Based on the results of analyzing a number of
studies, the main methods for modeling clinical pathways were considered and the limitations of their application were identified. A
methodology for the formation of patient route
groups by the hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with the Ward connection method is presented. For the first time, Additive Regularization of Topic Models (ARTM) is considered
to determine patterns of clinical pathways. A
computational experiment based on data on
the routes of patients with a diagnosis of sepsis,
placed in the public domain.
The results obtained make it possible to conduct a preliminary assessment of the clinical
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pathways of patients of any event log, to identify bottlenecks in the system and to visualize
process maps of the medical institution.
The described approaches to segmentation
of the input heterogeneous flow serve as the
foundation for the further development of a
simulation model of a medical institution and
for providing advisory services to patients, for
example, chat bots on web pages of a clinic for
consulting services.
Medical institutions that are the first to implement these technologies will certainly have a
competitive advantage. Consequently, managers and other interested parties will be able to
gain access to complete information, which will
allow them to make more informed decisions.
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